PROTECTED POWERBOARDS

FEATURES
• 70dB audible alarm when protection is overloaded
• Audible alarm makes unit ideal when your equipment’s IEC socket is out of sight
• Tested to international standards
• Only 0.6W power consumed
• Dissipates incoming and outgoing surges and spikes
• Thermal overload protection
• Flame retardant moulding
• Manual reset not required
• Rated 10 Amps
• Warranty 1 year

SPECIFICATIONS
• Working Voltage: 230 AC
• Maximum Current: 10 Amps
• Maximum Current Surges Handling: 2500 Amps
• Protection modes: L-N, N-E, L-E

MODEL CODE
PB-BB400

COMPUTER INLINE SURGE AND SPIKE PROTECTOR
Inline protection against surges and spikes.